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The Department of Humanities organised a training program for the newly joined faculties of UTU on the 

topic Know Thyself in which expert were been invited for training them. 

Topic: Know Thyself 

Expert: Dr. Dwivedi  

Date: 16th May 2023 

Total Faculties: 50+ 

Timing: 10:00 to 3:30 

Our expert of the day Dr. Pawan Dwivedi, deputy registrar of Parul university. He is a highly accomplished 

individual in the field of Education. He is an eminent speaker, Trainer and Career Facilitator 

Dr. Pawan has addressed more than Four LAKH people at Industry Associations, Management Associations, 

MCs, NGOs, Religious and Community Centres, Universities, Colleges, Training Institutions and Schools in 

GLOBALLY. He has travelled length and width of Neighbouring nations to India and has won national award 

for public speaking. 

He has helped around 9000 students to get placed in industries. He has imparted trainings to more than 

3500 industry professionals, School Teachers and University Academic and Non-Academic Staffs. He is also 

associated with many schools, colleges and universities and has conducted numerous workshop and 

seminars. 

The session was started by Ms. Anju Thomas welcoming the Expert, Dignitaries and all the Faculties and 

handed over the session to Dr. Pawan Dwivedi, He started the session with the basic’s roots of Bardoli 

through various stories and connected with numerology as all have some connection with numbers 

matching with planets through which one can know the characteristics of any person and how to deal with 

them. 

The session was then even explained about the palmistry through which one can know about the 

personality of a person. In the later half personality & psychological test was been taken of all the faculty. 

Along with that kundli and its connection with Mars, Moon, Uranus was been elaborated. 

In the last session was with 0-9 number details & their characteristic according to the number their 

personality detail was been shared. 

 

Ms. Anju Thomas gave vote of Thanks for sparing time & sharing the valuable knowledge for enhancing & 

grooming our faculties.  
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